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With crop margins falling, a swing back to pastures and livestock seems inevitable for many producers. One question facing
people is what type of pasture to sow. Perennials are typically a longer term pasture option, and can limit a producer’s ability
to quickly switch back to cropping if margins improve. This is not the case with Pasture Cropping though. The perennials are
simply cropped in to when conditions are favourable. These photos show a 7 year old Lucerne / Chicory stand at Nick and Jane
Trethowan’s farm at Kojonup that was pasture cropped for the 4th consecutive year in 2009. The yield, like most Great Southern
canola crops, was a little disappointing, but the stubbles full of green feed were amazing. Photos taken early December 09. Nick
plans to sow Oats in this paddock in 2010 and will probably graze it during winter before locking it up for harvest. This way he
gets three bites at the cherry: some winter grazing, a harvestable crop, and summer and autumn grazing. A productive system!
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“Show us your grass”

Temperate grasses amongst kikuyu

Kikuyu in Gippsland

Gavin Smith of Narrikup renovates his old kikuyu pastures
occasionally. He sprays the existing pasture with Glyphosate
just after the break of the season and then drills in a mixture
of oats, clovers and Tall Fescue – a temperate perennial
grass. The paddock is then cut for hay in October to give
time for the Tall Fescue to thicken up without competition.
He says this establishment method eliminates the expensive
opportunity cost that occurs when sowing new pastures.
Photo 11 Dec 09.

Evergreen’s Technical Manager Phil Barrett-Lennard
recently spoke at 2 field days in East Gippsland in
Victoria. He observed that after years of drought, many
of the temperate perennials typically grown there such
as Perennial Ryegrass have all but died out. But one of
the standout survivors has been kikuyu. This stand was
established by runners and has gradually taken hold on
this sandy rise. And gone mad with recent summer rain.
Photo 25 Feb 10.

Kikuyu on Kangaroo Island

Pasture Cropping over Kikuyu
Theo Oorschot, an agronomist with CRT in Esperance,
ran some Pasture Cropping trials last year. Given
the late break and early finish, this canola sown into
kikuyu did well to end up yielding a respectable 1.1 ton/
ha. Theo said high rates of Gramoxone worked well
as a knockdown to eliminate silver grass, and a post
emergent spray of Select helped keep the kikuyu “asleep”.
Lupins sown into kikuyu also yielded reasonably well.
Photo 2 Nov 09 courtesy Theo Oorschot.

There is growing interest in kikuyu on Kangaroo Island in
South Australia. With few other viable perennial options,
and lots of hungry Merino sheep, many of the island’s
farmers are trying kikuyu for the first time. They like the
idea that it can be set stocked at high stocking rates over
summer and autumn without seriously damaging it. And
at the same time providing a green pick for weaners.
This newly sown stand is on heavy soil near Penneshaw.
Photo 22 Feb 10.
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Erin Gorter (President), Kojonup
At the time of writing this column, there is still no rain in sight with
our last rain here one day in mid November and before that, mid
September. I’m sure we are not alone there. The perennials are all
hanging in, although obviously there is not a lot of value in grazing
them at the moment. In fact, with some of our species, we have kept the stock off completely in
order to not stress the plants any more than they already are.
However, I didn’t comment on the lack of rainfall to have a grizzle or a winge! This is one of the
reasons we have perennials on certain parts of our farm – it’s all about risk management and the
ever unpredicatable nature of Mother Nature. Our dry feed and stubbles are still of value due to
no summer rainfall, so we have created a win-win situation. Once we add pasture cropping into
the mix, the opportunities will develop even further. We also have the advantage of increased
ground cover in those perennial paddocks, so when those winds start to blow...
With the increased attractiveness of sheep prices, there is renewed interest in grazing. As a result
there is some serious number crunching going on regarding the establishment and maintenance
of pastures. Let’s hope there is a turn around for those of you in the cattle industry as well. This
interest extends well beyond the state boundaries, as we welcome interest from our members and
others in states around Australia. Our Evergreen network continues to grow and we welcome
hearing from all of you wherever you are.
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Erica Ayers, Esperance
Myself and my Partner, Phil Cleghorn, farm a property 40 km east of
Esperance on the coastal sandplain. It is a mixed farming enterprise
with an emphasis on grazing with a 50/50 mix of sheep and cattle.
Recently a cropping phase has been added as a way to control grass
weeds and renovate pastures.
Approximately one quarter of the farm is currently in kikuyu in
varying stages of establishment. This is critical to erosion control on
the light sandy country and allows effective utilisation of the frequent out of season rainfall. We
are considering the place of lucerne and other perennials in our system going forward. This year
we plan on pasture cropping lupins into a kike paddock to trial as grazing for lamb weaners going
into summer.

Rob Rex - Wagin
Ph: (08) 9862 6067
Murray Green - Gingin
Ph: (08) 9575 4020
Erica Ayers - Esperance
Ph: (08) 9078 3030
Executive Officer
John Duff
Ph: (08) 6272 4545
Agronomy

In the last couple of years we have added several rotational grazing cells and have used
controlled grazing principles to carry over the weaner cattle and grow them out. The same
principles are used on a whole farm basis during the growing season where mobs are bulked up
and rotated to maximise pasture growth.

Philip Barrett-Lennard
Ph: (08) 6272 4545

Our goal is to create an environmentally sustainable and profitable grazing enterprise into the
future. Perennnials and rotational grazing will be central to this as we build soil health and
productivity and aim to reduce our dependence on expensive supplementary feeding.

agVivo Pty Ltd
PO Box 645
BELMONT WA 6984
Ph: (08) 6272 4545
Fax: (08) 6272 4555
admin@agvivo.com.au

Pastures for Profit workshops
29 June Mt Barker and 1 July Dandaragan
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Drought Case Study - Jim Wedge, West Binnu
Philip Barrett-Lennard, Evergreen Farming, Gingin, Ph: (08) 6272 4545.
Jim Wedge farms in the far north of Northern Agricultural
Region at West Binnu. He jokes that he actually farms in south
Kalbarri – a hint that his is one of the last farms before the vast
expanse of pastoral country. But by being close to the coast, the
farm has historically fared well from winter cold fronts giving
it a reliable winter / spring growing season. However recent
computer modeling by DAFWA indicates that this part of WA
is likely to suffer more than most from the effects of climate
change, with rainfall reductions greater than 20% likely.
And in a sign of what might be coming, both 2006 and 2007
were “drought” years, with growing season rainfall of only 193
mm and 245 mm compared to a long term average of 450 mm.

Jim Wedge sharing his experiences with perennial pastures at
an Evergreen Field Day
(less than 1 ton/ha). An area of wheat was grown and this
performed better than oats in the dry conditions, with the best
yielding 1 ton/ha of grain.

Jim purchased “Wileri” in 2001 having moved north from the
greener pastures of Dandaragan. He brought his interest in
livestock with him, and spent the first five years trading live
export boat cattle on largely unimproved pastures. However,
the poor productivity of the deep sands on the property soon
became apparent with the worst of it supporting a stocking rate
of less than 1 DSE/ha.

Cattle numbers started at a very low 30 breeding cows and
calves but expanded during the year through purchases to reach
80 breeding cows by years end.
By comparison, 2008 was an above average year. Wheat
crops yielded 2.5 ton/ha and canola 1.2 ton/ha. Breeding cow
numbers remained static at 80 but to make use of spare feed
350 pastoral heifers were taken on via agistment from January
to October. As these heifers departed, another 450 agistment
heifers were taken on from October to March 2009.

Things had to change. So in 2003 Jim started by sowing
tagasaste on 50 hectares of gutless sand. This was successful
and subsequent sowings have seen the area planted to tagasaste
grow to 150 hectares in total. The changes didn’t end there.
Since 2005 Jim has sown over 300 hectares to a mix of
subtropical perennial grasses including Gatton Panic, Rhodes
and Signal grass. The combination of tagasaste and perennial
grasses has seen the productivity and sustainability of the deep
gutless sands completely transformed.

Lessons learned
The drought years confirmed to Jim that his new farming
system was the right approach. Even though he only had small
areas established to wheat and perennial pastures during the
drought, the way they performed relative to the rest of the
farm was like chalk and cheese. In fact monitoring by DAFWA
showed that both the tagasaste and perennial grasses were
able to maintain a stocking rate of 4.0 DSE/ha during 2007
while annual pastures could only maintain a stocking rate of
1.4 DSE/ha. In addition, the paddocks with perennials had
considerably more ground cover, and suffered considerably less
wind erosion than annual paddocks. Anyone who witnessed the
erosion in this part of the state in 06/07 knows just how bad it
was.

Jim’s predilection for livestock in those first few years meant
he also ran cattle on his heavier shaley loam soils, which
comprise half the farm. However, over time, as returns from
cattle have shrunk, Jim has switched to cropping on these better
soils to improve whole farm profit.
Impact of drought
The almost complete lack of rain in 2006 meant that no crop
was sown in that year. It also caused a massive reduction
is stock numbers – with a recently purchased herd of 200
breeding cows reduced to just 30 by years end. Meanwhile, hay
had been purchased in from far and wide to keep stock alive.
No trade cattle, which historically had been traded during the
growing season, were purchased.

During the drought years, Jim was involved with a number of
other northern producers in a “High Stocking Rate” project,
with the aim of running more stock and suffering less erosion.
It seemed like an unlikely objective. But Jim’s experience
showed that perennial pastures could do just that, and this was
backed up by data coming from the other farms. This gave the
whole group confidence that these new systems worked. Their

In 2007, which was a slightly better year than 2006, a large
area of heavy country was sown to oaten hay crops in an effort
to capitalise on the shortage of hay coming out of the drought.
But the drought continued and these crops yielded very poorly
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measure his soil carbon, Jim got involved with the Australian
Soil Carbon Accreditation Scheme (ASCAS) initiated by soil
scientist Dr Christine Jones. As part of ASCAS, he will be
paid for any increases in his soil carbon. Jim says big carbon
emitters could be looking to buy carbon offsets in the future,
so it is great to be getting some local data on how much CO2
perennial pastures can sequester.
Not happy with just improving his soils and pastures, Jim
has recently turned his hand to marketing having developed a
grass-fed beef brand for his Angus cattle. His aim is to market
a significant proportion of each year’s calf crop as high quality
grass-fed beef. And his tagasaste and perennial grasses will
be invaluable in getting the animals finished. It is early days,
but Jim has already had a number of repeat orders, so he is
confident he is on the right track.

Oats disced in to an existing subtropical perennial grass
and blue lupin pasture making the most of a mild West Binnu
winter
regular meetings also helped get them off their farms, and to
talk and socialise with their peers. This was a critical factor in
helping them deal with the drought.

Dealing with future droughts
When asked what he would do differently when the next
drought hits, Jim said the first thing he would do is develop a
feed budget. This would give him an accurate picture of his
livestock’s feed requirements, and the costs involved for a
range of scenarios.

The process of changing his farming system is something
Jim has been working on since prior to the drought years. He
believes his new system is more drought tolerant, responds
quicker to rain at any time of year, and provides more ground
cover to reduce the risk of erosion during drought events. It
is also quite flexible, with the combination of trading stock,
which can be quickly sold off in a drought, and breeding
animals to maintain a core base of numbers.

He then says that because he has been expanding the area sown
to perennial pastures, the initial impacts of a future drought
would be less severe than in 06 and 07. Even in a drought there
are usually some small rain events, and the perennials would
respond to these, whereas annuals would not. Following the
drought years, Jim now runs a more moderate stocking rate of
cattle rather than being “packed to the rafters” all the time. This
provides a little bit of slack in the system, and along with the
perennial pastures, provides a degree of drought preparedness.

Importantly it is also more profitable as the productivity of
the perennial pastures and fodder shrubs is higher than the old
annual system in both wet and dry years. And the focus on
wheat in the cropping enterprise maximizes returns in good
years and minimizes failures in dry years.

Jim said when faced with the decision to buy hay to keep his
cows alive or sell some cows, he would be much more inclined
to sell cows next time. And importantly he would make the
decision earlier when the cows are still in good condition
and more valuable. The stress and work load of sourcing,
transporting and then feeding large amounts of hay is not
something he is too keen to experience again.

Moving forward
Jim is constantly looking for new ideas on how to further
improve his farming system. After hearing NSW farmers Colin
Seis and Bruce Maynard speaking about Pasture Cropping
and No-kill Cropping, he has decided to test both concepts at
“Wileri”. Oats and Cadiz serradella were dry sown (no-kill
style) in May 2009 into some existing stands of subtropical
perennial grasses to improve pasture density and productivity.
And he has also sown some perennials in 2009 on some
slightly better sand with the intention of pasture cropping
wheat into these in future years.

And Jim said he would probably plant some wheat based on his
2007 experience. Compared to other crops, it has a remarkable
ability to yield a harvestable crop on very little rainfall. If it
failed, he could always graze it off with his cattle.
This case study is written by Philip Barrett-Lennard
(Evergreen Farming / agVivo) as part of the Perennial Pasture
Companions Project supported by Caring for our Country.

Part of the attraction of no-kill and pasture cropping is the
claimed increase in soil carbon from the combination of
perennial grasses and annual crops and pastures. And to
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Results from the EverCrop Pasture Cropping trial
David Ferris, DAFWA, EverCrop - WA leader. Ph (08) 9690 2117.
Subtropical perennial grasses (e.g. Rhodes, Panic, and Signal
grass) have proved successful on sand-plain soils across the
northern and southern agricultural regions of WA. As these
species are summer-active, the question posed by innovative
growers is: “can we crop into our subtropical grasses without
limiting crop yield?”
Sowing winter-active crops into summer-active perennial
pastures is a new concept in WA. “To see if pasture cropping
has a role to play in WA we need credible demonstrations,
system analysis, case studies and agronomic research” (David
Ferris).
Pasture cropping research site
Pasture cropped stubble (left) vs traditional crop stubble (right)

In 2009 the EverCrop team collected agronomic data from a
focus site south-west of Moora to evaluate the performance
of annual crops (barley in 2009) sown into different perennial
pastures. The site was set up in 2008 on a deep pale sand to
compare the profitability and NRM benefits of pasture cropping
systems with permanent perennial pasture and continuous crop
systems.

was their response?
“Looks promising”
“I’m surprised how well the crop has grown”
“Needs more work but could be a fit for intermediate soils”
Perceived benefits of pasture cropping were the potential to
increase the frequency of cropping, provide out of season feed
and better soil coverage. Issues perceived for farmers were crop
yield reduction, failed establishment of perennial pastures, the
risk of grain contamination at harvest and increased complexity
in deciding when to sow. Participants felt that marginal or
problem soils were the most likely fit for pasture cropping
systems in WA.

The trial paddock was considered marginal for cropping due to
non-wetting, erosion risk, and loss of organic carbon (fertility)
when cropped. Historically it has been cropped every 4-5 years
and is volunteer pasture (barley grass) in between years.
Annual volunteer pasture was killed with a knockdown
spray (Aug 08) prior to sowing replicated plots (30 x 6 m) of
Rhodes grass, Gatton panic and Siratro. In 2009, a knockdown
(Sprayseed 1 L/ha) was applied, and perennial pastures were
slashed prior to seeding. Growers who joined the EverCrop
Local Adaptation Group (Moora) recommended aiming for a
2.5 t/ha crop and supplying 50 N, 12 P, 25 K and 12 S.

Crop performance in 2009
All pasture cropping treatments yielded more than 2.4 t/ha.
Barley sown in line with district practice (without a perennial
base, and 50 N) yielded 2.8 t/ha with 8.9 % protein. Using this
as a reference (or ‘control’) there appeared to be a small yield
penalty (nil to 14%) for crops sown across perennial grass
treatments (Table 1).

Buloke barley was sown (70 kg/ha) on 3 June with a disc
seeder (180 cm spacing) with trailing press wheels across all
cropping treatments. Agstar extra (80 kg/ha) was drilled at
sowing; a blend of sulfate of ammonia (50 kg/ha), murate of
potash (50 kg/ha) and urea (30 kg/ha) was topdressed across all
treatments at the three leaf stage; and urea was also topdressed
at two different rates (30 or 100 kg/ha) at the six leaf stage
according to treatment. Broadleaf weeds and pests were
controlled by spraying Barrracuda (800 mL/ha) and Dominex
(100 mL/ha) on 16 July. Growing season rainfall (May-Sep)
was 362 mm and 431 mm in total for 2009.

Table 1. Buloke barley performance when sown across
different perennial pastures and fertilized at two rates of
nitrogen
50 N
Pasture base

80 N

Grain

Protein

Grain

Protein

yield

(%)

yield

(%)

(t/ha)

(t/ha)

Control - no perennial base

2.81

8.9

3.27

9.8

Field day – visual impressions

Siratro - 36 cm row spacing

2.93

9.3

2.81

9.4

Local agronomists (5), NRM officers (2) and extension officers
(4) visited the focus site just prior to harvest (Nov 09). So what

Gatton panic - 72 cm row spacing

2.85

8.8

2.58

9.3
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2.63

8.7

2.42

8.9

Rhodes grass - 36 cm row spacing

2.55

8.7

2.66

8.9
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There was a significant yield boost (16%) in response to
additional nitrogen (80 v 50 N) for the crop treatment without
a perennial base (Table 1). By contrast the higher nitrogen
rate tended to result in a greater yield penalty than the lower
nitrogen rate for Gatton panic treatments. The reason or this is
yet to be resolved.
Protein content tended to be greater for higher fertility
treatments (Table 1). There were no significant differences
between treatments for other quality attributes (average
moisture content, 9.67 %; hectolitre weight, 68.7 kg/hL, and
screenings <2.5mm, 4.9 %).
Summer feed
Harvesting the pasture cropped plots

The 2009 results highlighted the potential for significant
pasture growth after harvest (Table 2). However, the extra
green feed produced over summer-autumn needs to be
converted into wool or meat in order to offset any grain yield
losses.

produced considerable bulk (>1.5 t/ha). Nevertheless, the
disc seeder passed through the sward without clumping. Crop
establishment was uneven and plant density low (av. 83 pl/
m2). This was likely due to the non-wetting nature of the soil
and persistent shallow furrows that had formed 9 months
earlier when perennial pastures were sown. By harvest (24
Nov 09) the perennial species had grown as tall as the crop
in some places. Consequently, substantial green leaf material
(esp. panic and rhodes grass) was cut and passed through the
header; but this did not result in contaminated grain samples.

The three perennial pasture species differed in their level of
dormancy over winter. Siratro became very dormant, yellowed
and did not grow. Panic and rhodes grass produced some
biomass; and panic resumed growth the earliest. Rain just
prior to harvest (29 mm in November) stimulated perennials
to grow. Individual Siratro plants ‘greened up’ (Nov) but their
low density (<5 p/m2) limited overall biomass production.

“There is still a lot of work to be done but it appears crops
can be sown successfully into perennial pastures in some
situations.” (David Ferris). Agronomic results from the Moora
focus site appear to support the view that marginal or problem
soils are a potential fit for pasture cropping systems. This is
encouraging! However, further research is required across
different sites and seasons as the yield penalty on better soil
classes may well be greater than on deep pale sands which
have limited capacity to store moisture from summer rainfall
for crop production.

Table 2. Green feed available to livestock six weeks after
harvesting barley from pasture cropping treatments that
differed in the perennial base and Nitrogen inputs

Pasture base

Control - no perennial base

Crop

Crop

50 N

80 N

Permanent
pasture

Dry

Dry

Dry matter (t/ha)

matter

matter

(t/ha)

(t/ha)

0

0

-

Siratro

0.25

0.12

0.13

Gatton panic - rows 72 cm

0.82

1.33

0.72

Gatton panic - rows 36 cm spacing

1.26

1.37

0.89

Rhodes grass - 36 cm row spacing

2.61

2.56

2.52

(initially)

* Permanent pasture plots received 50 units of N in winter and
had been mown to a height of 5 cm on 21 Sept 09
Logistical issues
There are some potential logistical issues to consider
when seeding a crop into ‘live’ perennial pastures. Prior to
seeding the crop, rhodes grass had spread by runners and
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NSW Farmer of the Year - Nigel Kerin
Nigel & Kate Kerin, Yeoval NSW, Ph: (02) 6846 4070 Email: kerinag@bigpond.com
NSW farmer Nigel Kerin has found that by focusing on water
use efficiency to drive his mixed livestock/farming operation,
he has a decision-making process that addresses the effects of
climatic variability on his business.
Six years ago Kerin was worried about the ability of his
traditionally managed farm business to tolerate extended
periods of dry weather. He took the difficult step of overhauling
the operation with the help of a business coach to design a new
system of management that focused on water use. Kerin’s
efforts were recognised when in 2008 he was awarded the
NSW Farmer of the Year.
The Kerin farm business consists of 2650 ha as five properties
in the Yeoval district in the traditional sheep/cattle/grain zone
of central west New South Wales. “The average annual rainfall
of 600mm is received year-round and there is a good supply of
bore-water for stock and domestic use,” Kerin says.

training, accounting, financial planning and management
consulting to farmers and agribusiness investors. Over fifteen
months business coach Sean Martyn assisted Kerin to review
his farming business, which uncovered several weaknesses.

The family business consists of Kerin; wife Kate; their children
Joseph (15), Oliver (14) and Georgia (12); and farm managers
Justin and Amy Dickens.

“We had no WOTB or any other management process in place
to help make good management decisions,” says Kerin. WOTB
stands for ‘Working On The Business’ and consists of formal
monthly meetings with their manager where each person brings
their work and personal issues to the table to be discussed.
“There were no policies, goals, visions or a strategic business
plan. Our bookwork was useless and we didn’t know how to
communicate effectively.”

Kerin was a conservative farmer six years ago. “I ran a
traditional farming business,” he says. “It was a Merino sheep
wool cropping enterprise and Hereford breeding cattle run on
a set stocking grazing system. The crop rotation was wheat /
canola / wheat / lupins followed by six years of pasture. The
business was high input and high production with high risk but
low profit. I was also concerned for the environment and the
people involved.”

Farm on a business footing
“We put into place a corporate-style reporting system. We now
have accurate budgets and each month we report to Sean and
a board consisting of consultants from both farming and nonfarming backgrounds. They look at our operation as a business,
not as a farming business.

“The systems we had in place to manage animals and crops
worked well when we had traditional rainfall patterns. But
hand-feeding during dry periods was causing us to lose our
ground cover, resulting in poor water use. I also saw a massive
loss of biodiversity amongst our pasture species and more
break-even years than profitable years.”

“We now have a very professional team working on our
business. It costs the business just 2.25% of gross turnover to
employ these experts.”

“We hadn’t changed anything in our family farming business
for twenty years. If we owned a business in the city and ran it
the same as twenty years ago, we wouldn’t be in business. I
began to wonder what I had missed.”

“The major effect of changing our management was to put
us in control when we entered into a drought. Now instead of
hand-feeding when the season turns dry, we keep destocking in
order to meet our targets.”

Insanity management
“Then I read something that stayed with me: the definition
of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting a different outcome. I realized we needed to have a
good hard look at our business.”

The initial concern that Kerin had about water use efficiency
during and following dry periods was confirmed during the
business review. Profit analysis revealed that it was a better
business decision to match stocking rate to carrying capacity by
destocking, rather than hand-feeding.

Kerin’s farming business became a client of PrincipleFocus,
a professional services organisation that provides integrated
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Groundcover the key
Kerin learned that the key to water use efficiency is
groundcover, or the mulch layer on the soil surface.
“The mulch layer takes our country to a true 600mm rainfall
environment by water use efficiency. If you want to flog your
country by hand-feeding, you take a safe 600mm rainfall
environment to an ‘effective’ 250mm rainfall environment in
the same district.
The mulch layer protects the soil against erosion by water
and wind, and slows the overland flow to allow rain to soak
in. It also keeps the top of the soil warmer in winter months
and slows water loss by evaporation. This maintains a healthy
biological environment that supports micro organisms and the
establishment of desirable plants.

Pasture cropping with wheat
“Paddocks that were wall-to-wall saffron thistle and Patterson’s
curse five years ago now have perennial grasses such as
warrego, cotton panic, paspalum, microlaena, and phalaris.
Native legumes have also returned. Other thriving introduced
species include cocksfoot, premier digit and bambatsi panic.

Hand-feeding was destroying the mulch layer on Kerin’s
paddocks. When the season broke, water use efficiency was
retarded until the mulch layer returned, which might take
twelve months or more even in normal conditions. “The last
time I hand-fed, it cost us $300,000 and it took four years for
the country to recover from the damage,” says Kerin.

“I have learned it’s very hard to achieve monetary wealth
without first achieving environmental wealth from the mulch
layer, water efficiency and diversity of perennial grass species.”

“We now destock or restock according to our grazing charts
and use feed budgets to forecast feed availability three months
ahead. We keep 90 days of feed on hand at all times.”

Cropping scaled back
Kerin has scaled back the cropping area because the high
risks involved made the net return on the capital tied up with
cropping machinery inadequate.

“With the grazing chart that costs me ten cents to buy and a $2
calculator I am able to effectively run my grazing business.”
Kerin implemented cell grazing in 2004, sub-dividing four
of the family’s properties into 250 trough watered paddocks
varying in area between 7 ha and 12 ha.

“The farming business now consists of 2650ha on which I run
between 16,000 and 19,000 DSEs of stock and 600ha of crop,”
says Kerin. The stock consist of stud and commercial Merino
sheep, a composite meat sheep flock, and trading stock.

Kerin now keeps the ground 100% covered all the time. He has
found that plants return very quickly to production once a dry
spell breaks, and all of the rain that falls on the farm soaks in
to be used by the plants. “I am satisfied the process is working
as DSE/ha is increasing each year due to more diversity in the
perennial grass species which is a result of better water use and
longer recovery periods (table 1).”

Kerin addressed water use efficiency in the crop enterprise
with a move towards pasture cropping, which involves sowing
dual-purpose grazing / grain wheat into winter-dormant native
C4 pasture species. The native C4 species are warrego, cotton
panic, arm grass and native millet.
Kerin estimates that the risk factor involved in pasture cropping
is reduced by 50% compared to conventional farming: if the
crop fails the pasture is still there. “It’s a symbiotic process,”
he says. “The wheat grazing crop is at its peak in the winter
months just when our pastures are at their absolute lowest.”

Table 1. The impact of longer recovery from grazing on DSE/
ha, perennial grass species and ground cover.
Year

Rainfall

DSE's ha

Perennial

Ground

Grasses

Cover

2004

575 mm

6.2

30%

38%

2005

571 mm

7.3

35%

60%

2006

255 mm

5.4

42%

78%

2007

684 mm

8.1

78%

92%

2008

690 mm

10.4

82%

100%
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The business review identified that water use efficiency could
be improved by changing the livestock makeup of the farm.
“We retained the Merino sheep wool operation but reduced the
ewe numbers by about 35%, replacing those ewes with trading
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animals, either sheep or cattle,” says Kerin.
“Every month at the monthly business meeting (WOTB)
we update our drought hit list, regardless of whether we are
in a good or poor season. On that list are those classes of
livestock that are overpriced at the moment. If it is too dear
to buy it is too dear to own. We plan to first sell anything that
is overpriced. The drought hit list removes the emotion out
of destocking and so far we have not had to destock breeding
ewes. We have learned if we destock early we destock little,
but if we destock late we destock lots.”
When good pasture growth ensures carrying capacity is greater
than stocking rate, Kerin buys in stock.
“When we restock we match the class of stock we buy to the
quality of grass that we have in our inventory, knowing that
we need to finish the trade in four months due to climatic
variability.”

turned 7.1 % return on assets managed, purely on production.
There was also a 10% capital gain on farm real estate.
Enterprises that match

“We usually restock with an older class of livestock because
these animals can be finished on a lesser quality of grass and
our best grass goes to our lamb enterprise.”

Far from being stretched for time by the variety of enterprises
he is running, Kerin says the enterprise mix works well. “Our
enterprises have synergies with one another. We have matched
the enterprises to the landscape and to what the people in the
farm business like doing.

Value-add trading livestock
“When the feed budgets indicate we have enough feed, we
value-add the trading stock. Empty ewes are taken to scannedin-lamb; cows 3 months in calf to 6 months in calf; feedlot
store steers to Jap ox; or yearling heifers to local trade heifers.”

What turned the business around he contends was being
prepared to learn new business skills, in particular attending the
Business of Farm School with Principal Focus.
Kerin is now passionate to be farming, feeling he has achieved
a balance between the needs of the environment and the profit
needs of the farm business. “Now we have a farming business
that is aligned with climatic variability. It is a profitable
business, and we have an ever-changing and dynamic way of
thinking about how we do things. The business is professional,
compared to ten years ago.”

Kerin trades adult sheep by way of over the hook forward
contracts. “We buy with wool, sell with none, and buy poor
adult sheep that can be turned over within eight weeks fat
either over-the-hook or scanned in lamb to restockers.”
“Further, we have the lamb feedlot to fall back onto if we run
out of grass when trading lambs.”
“As soon as we get a trend in the grazing charts indicating that
stocking rate is exceeding carrying capacity for two months,
we destock from our trading operation.”

“It’s a better structured world to live in, financially mentally
and physically, when you are a grass manager not an animal
manager.”

The changes Kerin has implemented following the business
review have strengthened his farming business against climatic
and economic risks.

“Our family needs are better met because we are all working
as one team with a common goal. Our children know where
mum and dad are taking the business and why we do it, and our
succession plans are in place.”

“We’re now far better equipped to handle climatic variability
because we match stocking rate to carrying capacity each
month and keep 90 days of feed at all times. We have lessened
our exposure to risk by use of our drought hit list and by doing
more pasture cropping.”

“Having a team, not just husband and wife, lessens the stress
of making decisions in difficult seasons. A problem shared is
a problem halved. Having a good coach, good bookwork, and
good systems in place lets you sleep better at night.”

Kerin says that in the 2007-2008 financial year the business
March Newsletter 2010
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Chicory - A more nutritious forage but does it come at a price?
Paul Sanford, DAFWA, Albany, Ph: (08) 9892 8475.
Chicory is a perennial herb native to Europe, Asia and North
Africa. It has been utilised as summer forage for hundreds of
years and was introduced into Australia in the 19th century.
In WA the interest in chicory has grown over the last decade
particularly in areas that receive more than 500 mm of rainfall.
While there are currently only small areas sown, trials by both
farmers and researchers are showing the species has promise.

85

Dry matter digestibility (%)

80

Chicory is highly nutritious with measured growth rates of
290 g/head/day for lambs and 900 g/head/day in calves. The
species provides a good balance between crude protein, energy
and minerals which combined with rapid passage through the
animals gut results in high feed intake and liveweight gain.

75

70

65

60

55

2167

1388

4020

3197

2683

2273

3284

2008

4565

2211a

5360

2414

2327

3437

Total

14409

7568

12502

7264

5988

10741

Annual

pasture

Chicory

3945

1235

panic

Lucerne

4122

4463

Setaria

Kikuyu
5381

2007

Fescue

Year
2006

Tall

Nov-08

Jul-08

Sep-08

Jun-08

Apr-08

May-08

Feb-08

Mar-08

Oct-07

Nov-07

Sep-07

Jul-07

Aug-07

Jun-07

Apr-07

May-07

Mar-07

Jan-07

Feb-07

Dec-06

Sep-06

Nov-06

Jul-06

Aug-06

Jun-06

May-06

Feb-06

Mar-06

Aside from potentially lower yields chicory has a number of
attractive characteristics. It has a tuber and deep root system
which give it the ability to grow new leaf rapidly following
grazing, persist through drought (refer to change in basal
cover in Table 1) and reduce groundwater recharge. It can also
been sown in either autumn or spring and is acid soil tolerant.
However to perform well and persist it requires high soil
fertility and rotational grazing. Unlike lucerne, tall fescue and
panic, chicory can recruit new plants from seed and so stands
can last for at least 5-7 years.

Table 1. Yield and basal cover of different pasture types at the EverGraze demonstration at
Wellstead in 2006, 2007 & 2008

a

ANNUALS

Wellstead but only had partial success due to the competitive
ability of chicory under the drought conditions. It is likely that
annual legumes and grasses if established successfully in an
average or better season would have boosted winter production.
Other options are winter-active tall fescue. Lucerne is another
companion species however its role is to provide nitrogen and
summer feed.

So what is the solution? We tried sowing annual legumes such
as subterranean clover and serradella into the stand at

2006

83.6

3.7

1.4

2.7

1.0

-

2007

85.4

0.0

0.3

2.6

4.0

-

2008

97.0

4.2

0.3

2.9

5.0

-

a

SETARIA/PANIC

CHICORY

Figure 1. Percentage dry matter digestibility values of
different pasture types at Wellstead proof site as determined
by a whole of pasture sample.

Does this excellent forage quality come at a price? Our
experience at Wellstead suggests the price you can pay is
lower pasture yields (Table 1). Under the drought conditions
experienced for the 3 years of the trial both kikuyu and lucerne
out yielded chicory for this period by 7145 kgDM/ha and
5238 kgDM/ha respectively. This difference was partly due
to the lack of annual species in the chicory stand to provide
winter feed. However at times the kikuyu pasture had poor
annual species density yet still had higher yields. It is also
the experience at other EverGraze sites that chicory is low
yielding.

Basal Cover (%)

LUCERNE

KIKUYU

50

Work we did recently in Wellstead as part of the EverGraze
project highlighted that chicory has the highest forage quality
of all perennials (Figure 1). With %DMD and % crude protein
values in summer-autumn consistently better than 70% and
15% respectively. It is however more of a specialist perennial
than the others best utilised for finishing lambs or cattle or
boosting condition of stock prior to joining.

Yield (kgDM/ha)

TALL FESCUE

Assuming that the
productivity of chicory
stands can be improved this
perennial herb may well
have a place in future WA
livestock systems.
For further information refer
to the EverGraze factsheet
on the website www.
evergraze.com.au and seek
local agronomic advice.

resown tall fescue
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Drought Case Study - John Willmott, Eneabba
Sarah Knight, Mingenew-Irwin Group, Ph: (08) 9928 1646.
Name:

John Willmott (manager)

Farm Names:

Big Valley, Gum Park, Springvale, Coopers
and Gould

Farm Location: South West Eneabba
Farm System:

Sub tropical perennial grasses, cattle, sheep
and crop

Soil Types:

Variation of soil types, but typically grey
sand over a gravel and clay subsoil

Rainfall:

Historical average of 600 mm annually

Drought Rainfall: Gum Park 2006, 189 mm and only a
fraction more in 2007.
Lowering Drought Risk with perennials
John Willmott is drought proofing all five of the farms he
manages in the Eneabba district of Western Australia. His
efforts so far were well tested during the dry years of 2006 and
2007.
The poor unproductive soils have been sown to sub tropical
perennial grasses, in order to increase feed production for an
increasing cattle herd.

John Willmott in a stand of rhodes grass, Gatton panic
and signal grass sown in August 2007. Photo 28 Jan 2008,
courtesy Alison Cooke.

John sows Gatton panic, Signal grass and Rhodes grass as his
mix. With careful management these perennial grasses help
save paddocks from blowing away and increase feed supply.

to increase their productivity as well as reducing drought
risk so he could increase cattle numbers and become a
predominantly and thriving grazing enterprise.

A wagon wheel grazing management system is being set up
but this was not in operation in 2006 or 2007. This system
of rotational grazing assists to increase productivity, drought
proofing as well as animal handling skills.

The reason behind Big Valley’s perennials
John had an issue with what to do with the unproductive
cropping area and poor grazing country on the Big Valley farm.
He found an answer via the Grain and Graze project. John was
inspired to plant sub tropical perennial grasses after attending
a Mingenew-Irwin Group hosted, Grain and Graze field day
in 2006. The field day discussed filling the autumn feed gap,
increasing productivity of non-croppable soils and improved
seeding technology.

Dealing with different Soil Types
All five farms are located on the northern sand plain of the
agricultural region of Western Australia. This region has
typically deep relatively infertile sands ranging from gutless
white ‘Bassendean’ sands to more sought after yellow or
‘Spearwood” sands.

One of the field site hosts, Grant Bain, had his perennial
seeding equipment on site which allowed farmers to view
modifications that had been made to sow perennials. This
particularly sparked the attention of those with a keen interest
in modifying idle equipment to suit the needs of a new
generation of farmers.

Gum Park has the greatest variety of soil types ranging from
heavy clay; sand over clay to gravel, clay and sand.
Big Valley has more highly productive gravel sands, which are
cropped to wheat, barley or oats, however the farm does have
less productive patches of white sands.
Springvale, Coopers and Gould have more uniform soil types,
consisting mostly of sand over clay, although one farm has a
patch of salt and another has areas of deep, white sand.

Most importantly, Grant’s equipment had resulted in an
excellent establishment level of perennials. This combined with
the production possibilities, resulted in John further researching
Grant’s machine as well as a number of other innovative

With such a variety of soil types John Willmott wanted a way
March Newsletter 2010
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feed was perilously low. John suspected perennials to be the
key tool to improving his on-farm feed supply throughout the
year. So despite the trying conditions, he knew that perennials
needed to be put to the test.

farmer’s machines within the region that have modified their
combines to achieve establishment success.
With John’s own 24 foot Shearer combine sitting idle in the
shed, he set about make some modifications to enable him to
sow his perennials more effectively.

To John’s pleasant surprise, the perennial grasses in both
2006 and 2007 germinated well and have since provided his
livestock with an abundance of feed in comparison to their
annual counterparts. John concluded that if the perennials
could survive those two drought years in the soil types where
they were planted, they would survive anywhere! Although he
also advises that they are not indestructible, as during the two
drought years the perennials had to be carefully managed to
ensure their long-term survival.

A considerable amount of work went into modifying the gear,
but it wasn’t until it was put to the test out in the paddock that
the final adjustments were made to make the bar work best for
John’s conditions.
Sowing perennials
John sows perennials at the beginning of August with 1 kg/
ha each of Gatton panic, Signal grass and Finecut Rhodes
grass. At this time it enables him to make use of the winter soil
moisture and hopefully spring rains. Also the soil temperature
is starting to rise which is essential for the germination of sub
tropical perennial grasses.

Drought tolerant species

There are a number of controllable factors that determine
successful germination.

Over the two drought years, John observed that Gatton panic
was the most drought tolerant of the species of which he had
sown. “It was more productive and persistent than the other
species” he said, “two qualities that are key to the perennials
existence at Big Valley Proprietors”.

Good weed control is essential. Weeds will compete with
germinating perennial grasses and they will win. At least 1
knockdown for weeds is essential, maybe 2 depending on the
season and the level of weed burden. However it is good to
keep some ground cover. The paddock does not need to be bare
as initially thought. Good ground cover will assist to avoid
the risk of wind erosion, lessen evaporation and keep the soil
surface temperature lower.

John noted that Signal grass was not too bad on the survival
and quality front, but was clearly not as tolerant or as
productive as Gatton. Rhodes grass was the least tolerant
species, showing that it did not cope well with moisture stress.
It managed to battle on by retreating back to its core, but this
provided very little food. While it looked almost dead, John
was surprised at how quickly it refreshed after some rain
eventually came.

Rabbits can have a big influence on germination. If in a rabbit
prone area it is advisable to implement a pest management plan
to control rabbits.

The three species that John uses are also sown by other farmers
in the Northern Agricultural Region. Others have also advised
that Gatton panic, once it reaches its second year, is the most
productive of the grasses and has been found to be the most
drought tolerant.

Insects can also affect germination. Insects have the capacity to
decimate germinating seedlings on emergence. If an insecticide
is not used at seeding it is advisable to closely monitor the
paddock to make sure that insects do not build up to threat
levels and impact on the germination.

Rhodes grass is quickest of the grasses to establish. As a
spreading grass it covers a significant area in a short period of
time. During its first year it is the most productive of the sub
tropical perennial grasses. In the second year Gatton panic
appears to provide more feed. Rhodes grass is very good where
quick cover is essential in areas prone to wind erosion.

Sowing perennials in the drought
Despite a drop in rainfall over recent years, John continued to
sow sub tropical perennial grasses. In 2006, 340 ha were sown
to a mix of 1 kg/ha each of Gatton panic, Signal grass and
Finecut Rhodes grass. In 2007 an additional 350 ha were sown
using the same species mix.

Signal grass is not nearly as productive as Gatton panic and
Rhodes grass. A reason for using it in a mix is that it will
emerge when sown deeper than the other two. Wind erosion
during establishment can cause furrows to fill resulting in seed
having to emerge from a greater depth. Many species prefer
to be sown at 5-10 mm, and if additional soil is pushed on top
there is a chance they will not emerge. Research suggests that

The two years of drought in 2006 and 2007 did not deter
John’s enthusiasm for establishing perennials as a primary
food source, particularly in late summer and autumn, as stock
March Newsletter 2010
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correct, there is generally sufficient recovery time for grasses
to reshoot, create more biomass and better establish their root
systems.

Signal grass will emerge from as far down as 50 mm.
Grazing in the drought years
On the Big Valley Proprieters properties, generally only cows
with cattle graze the perennial grasses. Cattle are considered
softer on the grasses than sheep. During establishment, John
was careful to ensure that his grasses were not overgrazed as he
had not yet set up a rotational grazing system at that stage.

This system also prevents grasses from becoming rank, which
results from set-stocking. Set-stocking promotes the continual
selection of choice grasses, as livestock select young, fresh
shoots. Less preferred grasses are un-grazed resulting in a
higher percentage in the sward of tougher and unpalatable
plants. Rotational higher intensity grazing on the other-hand
forces livestock to graze everything on offer, as they are less
selective as the alternative is to go hungry.

The perennial paddocks were grazed for about two weeks at
a time. In the two weeks the perennials would be eaten right
back. John explained that they were grazed hard, but not
overgrazed so that they would recover well when the paddock
was spelled.

Rotational grazing also usually ensures improved livestock
welfare, as farmers are more attentive and observant of their
herds through more regular visits and handling. Set stocking
promotes a set-and-forget management mentality meaning that
grasses and livestock are often left unmonitored for weeks or
months on end.

Through the work of Tim Wiley of the Department of
Agriculture and Food WA and experienced local growers, it
has become well recognised that grasses can be better managed
with the implementation of a cell grazing or rotational grazing
system.

Annuals vs Perennials in the drought and non wetting soils

Rotational grazing allows better management of the perennial
grasses as they respond well to short bursts of intense grazing.
Providing there are enough cells and stocking numbers are
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yet it was the action to sow these paddocks at the critical cutoff date that saved the farms from disaster.

As John explained further, “the soil in particular on Gum
Park, could be wet in the top few mm of the profile, and then
followed by a very dry layer for the next 10 cm and then wet
again below this”. It is quite likely that it wasn’t just the
drought that caused the lack of germination and production
of the annual paddocks over these two years, but also the
significant non wetting layer.

Continuing the drought proofing process
Since the drought years John has continued to sow sub tropical
perennial grasses. All but one paddock on Gum Park is now
under sub tropical perennial grasses. John has set up some
of his paddocks as a wagon wheel rotational system which is
working very well. This will enable him to increase biomass
production and make better use of it.

The perennials were able to survive better in this soil as they
had their roots below the non wetting level. Crops were also
assisted as the sowing action resulted in part removal of the
non-wetting layer, giving them more chance of getting their
roots into moisture.
Other drought practices
While perennial grasses have had a major impact on overall
farm productivity, it was the sowing of cover crops in 2006 that
helped save the farm’s topsoil and livestock production system.
When the season was turning dire and the prospect of pasture
germination was unlikely, John sowed wheat, oats and lupins
into 1,620 ha across all farms, just to provide cover. In a bid to
minimise input costs, none of these paddocks were fertilised,

The wagon wheel cell grazing system permits ease of cattle
movement. Under the rotational grazing system John has been
able to increase biomass production and also better utilise the
feed on offer as a result of it. John Willmott plans to continue
setting up this system to ensure that the the properties can
continue to withstand future tough times.
This case study is written by Sarah Knight (Mingenew-Irwin
Group) as part of the Perennial Pasture Companions Project
supported by Caring for our Country.
Note: John Willmott has recently resigned and Quentin Sabling
has taken over the running of the properties.

For more than 40 years, CSBP’s been offering a nutrient analysis service that’s helped us identify nutrient
deficiencies and tailor fertiliser programs for our customers. CSBP’s exclusive NUlogic interpretation service
provides accurate fertiliser recommendations specifically formulated to optimise profit for each paddock and
is offered free of charge to our customers.
It’s just one of the ways that our 100 years of experience is helping our customers achieve
their potential.
Pick up your NUlogic Soil Analysis kits from your local CSBP sales agent outlet today.
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Short term pasture options
Mike Gout, Seed Force Pty Ltd, Gundagai NSW, www.seedforce.com.au
Summary
There has been a shift by mixed farmers to use cereals as a
major part of their feed base, either for:
● grazing only,
● grazing plus fodder conservation, or
● grazing plus grain.
This has come at the expense of perennial pastures such as
phalaris or lucerne, and other annual options such as ryegrass
and/or annual legumes.
Research at Gundagai (NSW) has looked at comparing winter
active annual options for their efficiency in converting moisture
into dry matter yield.
These options, plus potential mixes, have then been evaluated
for likely liveweight gain through the use of a patented animal
production and Gross Margin model – Seed Force’s Animal
Performance Calculator™.

A mix of oats, ryegrass and forage brassica
purpose cereals to provide quick winter feed. The advantage of
these crops is that the large seed size and seed energy reserves
allows them to be sown earlier than many smaller seeded
crops such as ryegrass, brassicas, and annual legumes (persian,
balansa, arrowleaf, gland clovers etc).

The results have shown that there are better options than
straight cereals for sowing after the true autumn break that
will significantly improve profitability under a grazing and/or
cutting regime.

Water Use Efficiency

No work has been undertaken to evaluate them under a graze
and harvest for grain regime at this stage.

In 2006 research at Merrina showed that forage brassicas
sown in May could produce more winter feed than annual
ryegrass. In that trial forage brassicas were sown in May, July
and September to see whether they would run to head if sown
too early. The results were positive and the best of the late
flowering European bred rapes (SF Greenland) did not flower
from the May sowing until December under rotational grazing.

Introduction
Trial work in the early 2000’s undertaken by Wrightson
Research at Merrina, Gundagai compared Angus steers grazing
either Coolabah oats sown at 100kg/ha or tetraploid annual
ryegrass (cv Winter Star) over winter and spring. Steers
grazing the ryegrass produced 100kg/ha more liveweight gain
over winter and 62kg/ha more in spring for a total of 162kg
lwg/ha extra liveweight gain. (reference Wrightson Seeds
website).

We observed that by the end of winter, the May sown rapes
produced 5t DM/ha of feed in the same time that the ryegrass
(which was irrigated up) produced 3.5t DM/ha of feed.
This prompted a large replicated trial to be sown in 2007
comparing:
● 22 annual ryegrass lines
● 35 italian ryegrass lines
● 9 forage rapes and 1 leafy turnip
● Wheat, oats and triticale
● mixes of the above

The result would have been even greater for the ryegrass had
we not added clover with both options. At the last grazing
period the oats option was about 80% clover compared to about
25% for the ryegrass giving greater liveweight gain to the oats
and clover for that period.
At current price of $1.70 this annual ryegrass option would
provide around $275/ha greater returns than oats. The price of
oats versus ryegrass seed at the time of the trial was about $40/
ha for oats and about $60/ha for the ryegrass. At current prices
it is more likely to cost about $90/ha for either option.

From the results it is clear to see that forage brassicas were the
most water use efficient winter option and that ryegrass was
the most water use efficient spring option. How this is used on
farm will vary according to preference and management issues.
The three way mix of ryegrass, rape and oats offers the best
compromise in a forage mix with the benefit of additional fibre

Over the past three years, continued lower rainfall in the inland
slopes and plains of NSW has seen a shift to the use of dual
March Newsletter 2010
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In the hay cut, SF Adrenalin ryegrass and the blends produced
much higher yields than the cereals and brassicas. The SF
Pacer leafy turnip yielded higher than SF Greenland rape as
the leafy turnip had already bolted and was in full flower. This
is evident in its low ME reading compared to all other options.

required to optimize rumen function, which will be inadequate
at some stages with ryegrass and rape.
2009 Winter and spring option trial
In 2009 a trial was set up to examine some annual forage
options and evaluate their yield and nutritive value.
● A range of cereals were sown at 80kg/ha,
● SF Adrenalin tetraploid annual ryegrass was sown at
30kg/ha,
● SF Pacer leafy turnip or SF Greenland forage rape were
sown at 4 kg/ha
● mixes of the above

Rainfall after hay enabled ryegrass to recover for a last grazing,
but there was no difference between yields of ryegrass sown
alone or in the mixes.
Overall the three way mixes gave the best compromise of yield,
ME and fibre. These mixes enable the winter production of
brassicas and the extra fibre and good early growth of cereals to
be combined with the spring potential from ryegrass.

Unfortunately with this trial layout it was not possible to apply
trifluralin under the forage brassicas which affected their yield
potential.

Profit Calculator
An analysis of the yield and nutritive value data through the
Animal Performance Calculator has highlighted the huge
differences in profitability of the various options compared to
Wedgetail wheat (grazing only). For example, the three way
mixes containing oats, ryegrass and forage brassica produced
more than double the gross margins of the straight cereal
options.

The cereals and brassicas produced more feed than the ryegrass
at first grazing, but the NDF levels for the brassicas were very
low (18-21%) and would require the addition of extra fibre in
to the diet.
These have been adjusted in the model and the cost of 20% hay
added into the maintenance costs.

In summary, forage brassicas offer a great rotational break
crop option with improved profit over grazing cereals. Annual
ryegrass and three way mixes offer the most profitable options
particularly where a good spring occurs.

Of the cereals the Dictator II was visually the fastest to
establish and would have provided the fastest feed, with the
trial oat line not far behind. The low DM% for the Dictator II
barley has led to its lower yield at first grazing (10% compared
to 11.5 – 15% for other cereals). All forages provided excellent
quality at first grazing, with cereals having slightly higher than
optimum fibre levels.

The three way mixes give the best hedge against risk as they
produce earlier feed than ryegrass alone and are easier to
manage for livestock health compared to ryegrass or rape
alone.

At the second (spring) grazing the forage brassicas, ryegrass
and blends showed best regrowth and yields, but again the
brassica NDF levels were low (25-27%).

Table 1. Trial results and analysis - best options from 2007 trial.
* WUE is measured as kg DM/mm rainfall. Daily growth is kg DM/ha/day
Forage option

Bimbul

Winter

Winter

Winter

Spring

Spring

Spring

Total

Yield

WUE

daily

Yield

WUE

daily

Yield

kgDM/ha

210 mm

growth

kgDM/ha

182 mm

growth

kgDM/ha

ME

NDF%

CP%

oats

4138

20

34

4348

24

42

8486

9.8

48

15.4

Breakwell

triticale

2966

14

25

3501

19

34

6467

9.8

52

18.4

Marombi

wheat

2666

13

22

3538

19

34

6204

9.8

49

12.6

SF Sultan

ryegrass

3151

15

26

8655

47

84

11806

10.6

40

22.1

SF Adrenalin

10.6

41

20.9

ryegrass

2992

14

25

8349

46

81

11341

25 oats / 2 Greenland / 8 Sultan

mix

2712

13

22

7238

40

70

9950

25 oats / 2 Greenland / 10 Adrenalin

mix

2837

14

23

5418

30

52

8255

11.9

31

30

rape

5025

24

42

4424

24

43

9449

11.9

21

30

leafy turnip

6467

30

54

1695

9

16

8162

11.7

18

31

SF Greenland
SF Pacer
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Future Farm CRC
Lex Stone, Ph: 08 9065 8042 email: jubukdowns@activate8.net.au
One would have to dig pretty deep to find a farmer more
passionate about combating salinity than Lex Stone. The
animated, self-confessed conservationist says he’ll never walk
away from doing his bit to constructively lower the water table.
“Twenty five years ago I worked on engineering solutions to
pump groundwater out of here,” Lex said.
“Then I woke up and thought ‘hey we have this water — let’s
use it.’
We have an ocean under our back paddocks and while its not
quality water — water’s water.
We’re living in a dynamic environment with climate change
and global warming and we need to find strategies to cope with
it.

Lex Stone thinks the sky is the limit for salt-tolerant perennial
plants on salinity–prone land.

When thinking of ways to use the ‘problematic’ water, I
consulted with Dr Ed Barrett–Lennard from the Department of
Agriculture and Food, Western Australia (DAFWA). He took
one look and said, ‘you need to get stems in the ground — as
many as you can’.

Keys to success
The keys to the success were the fresh drinking water, barley
and saltbush. Because the saltbush is sucking so much salt
from the ground the saltbush feed is pretty salty for sheep to
eat. Therefore, the sheep need a good, reliable fresh water
source.

So with help from the Saltland Pastures Incentive Scheme, I
created, what I like to call, ‘living haystacks’ — alleys with
different plants integrated together — rows of oldman saltbush,
Eyre’s Green Giant with barley in between.

Don’t get me wrong the saltbush isn’t sheeps’ number one
preference — they go for the barley stubble first and then
eventually get onto the saltbush.

Through the Saltland Pastures Association I learnt a whole
new set of skills — we now have a home nursery where we
cultivate saltbush seeds and then direct drill them.

I’m not a big numbers man but I’d have to say now that our
alley paddocks are the most profitable on the place.

Grazing management

I’m actually considering the bold move of removing some of
the saltbush from the tightly-planted alleys, because I believe
the water table has been sufficiently lowered to allow wider
bays of barley to be sown again.

This year we used the 120 hectares of ‘living haystacks’ to run
1000 joined ewes. We let the sheep into the saltbush/barley
stubble alleys during about mid-April. We left the alleys
ungrazed until autumn because the saltbush pumps the most
water from the ground during summer and when it has full leaf
cover.

I say thank goodness we have this water resource underneath
— it is a huge resource. Thank goodness for sheep also. Other
farmers shake their head at my statements but I have people
come and visit the property each year to view our alleys. They
only need to look at my paddocks compared with the saltsmothered paddocks of adjacent farmers to see how the alley
system works.

The barley had previously yielded 1.8 tonne per hectare and
was of malt quality.
We didn’t feed out lupins or hay at all. The ewes grazed the
alleys for about three months. They really belted the saltbush.

I’m looking at incorporating a wider-range of salt-tolerant
plants in the future such as salt-tolerant wheat. As well as a
production imperative, I believe farmers have an environmental
responsibility to tap into their underground water and use it.

This year we had a 110 per cent lambing rate and our wether
lambs brought $110 per head and our ewe lambs $85/head.
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Sustainable “Green Farms All Year Round”

Continued

Integrating saltbush with barley stubble provides a living haysake for Lex Stone’s Merino sheep.
Otherwise it will cause ecological problems further down the
line in rivers and streams.

walk away from the issue — I’m certainly not going to. I wish
I had more saltland!”

Western Australian has 75% of Australia’s salinity and here in
the Avon catchment we have 50% of that. We can’t afford to

This article is courtesy of Future Farm Industries CRC,
extracted from the Future Farm Magazine Issue 4.

water presents them. However, it is important to be able to
recognise what type of salt-affected land can be ‘saved’.

Science behind the story
By Dr Ed Barrett-Lennard

We’re not talking about the acutely-affected land but rather
the moderately-affected, ‘at risk’ land. This is where Lex has
been prompted to take action. He also has the advantage that
his soils are relatively sandy, so if the water tables are drawn
down, there can be a large decrease in salinity at the soil
surface.

Lex has seen the writing on the wall and acted accordingly to
combat salinity on his property. There is no doubt saltbush
has a real role in reducing water tables — basically green
leaves transpire water. As a result, there are a number of
benefits that flow from the saltbush/barley stubble system.
There is anecdotal evidence that saltbush provides shelter for
lambing ewes — which is reflected in the increased lambing
percentage. Saltbush is also a great source of Vitamin E. It
is a well-known fact that many sheep suffer from Vitamin E
deficiency during summer. Farmers who just hand feed grain
are not addressing this problem. The combination of green
feed (the saltbush) with the grain left on the barely stubble
and even the barley leaves provides energy, protein and
Vitamin E.

By putting salt-tolerant perennials back into the landscape
to increase water use, he is paving the way for the long-term
viability of his cropping enterprise. But essentially he has two
products in one system — a cropping operation and also a
sustainable livestock enterprise.
Lex is correct in his desire for more salt-tolerant plants —
especially for more salt-tolerant cereals. The Future Farm
Industries CRC is definitely a stakeholder in seeing such new
varieties develop.

The system also spells the new–season winter pastures
allowing them to properly establish and get away.

Dr Ed Barrett-Lennard is principal research officer in the
Department of Agriculture and Food, WA and Professor in
the Centre for Ecohydrology, School of Plant Biology, at the
University of Western Australia.

It doesn’t surprise me Lex wishes he had more saltland.
Smart farmers are becoming aware of the opportunity this
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incorporating
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“Show us your grass”

Green and dry feed in summer
This paddock of Rhodes grass and Gatton Panic at Gingin
supports a very good stand of annual legumes and grasses
during winter and spring. It was spelled from early August
onwards to accumulate dry matter and then strip grazed
by cows and calves in December. Even though 30mm of
November rain had affected the quality of the dry annuals,
the perennials had more than compensated. The one
grazing in December supported an impressive 6.3 DSE/ha
on an annualised basis. Photo 28 Dec 09.

Perennial Ground Cover
Agrifresh at Moora runs a large irrigated Citrus orchard.
To keep the wind down, they sow a row of Sorghum between
every 4th row of trees. And to keep the dust down, they
are establishing Rhodes grass between each row of trees.
The results speak for themselves, particularly on a windy
43 degree day such as the one when this photo was taken.
Photo 14 Jan 10.

Getting down to business
Fire resistant perennials

The whole of the Evergreen Farming Committee recently
met up in Esperance. After a day of farm visits and a
Pasture Forum with the locals, they spent the next day
attending to business. This included an annual planning
session where an exhaustive list of research, development
and extension needs relating to perennial pastures were
identified. Answering these needs will become a focus
of future funding applications, and hopefully projects.
Photo 4 Mar 10.

A recent fire in Dandaragan burnt out a small patch of
perennials on David and Joan Cook’s farm. To many of the
local’s amazement, the stand grew back almost instantly
to provide both some valuable groundcover and some
much needed green shoots of encouragement. It appears
that Rhodes, Panic and Lucerne have all recovered well.
Photo 14 Jan 10.
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